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Tho ”reoovory“ touted by our Rulere ie only
a rooovery for tho Boeaen and their ehareholdere.
reooyory {or thono vho exploit ue to increaee

hevo on heard the Toriee bleat on about the
oononllod "green Shoote or recovery"? Nov. yet

again. vn are told that a "recovery" is once
more under way. but vhat doee this ‘recovery’
ronlly nean to eoet or ne?

thoir alronoy outrageous profits. Employed or
unonployed. during boon tine. recovery or alunp.

ve will alvaye be tho onee who pay.
all yo can be sure about tron thin "recovery"
are even more vioiooe attache upon our living
standards. vhether ve are employed in the

whet the government really neane by ‘recovery’
in recovery for Capitalien. recovery for the
rich and poverrull. recovery for the eyetee or
oxploitation that THEY behetit tron. It does
not ocan recovery tor 3;. Indeed *recovery*
vill noon that attache by the Boeeee againat ue
will inteneiry ae capitariee regaine its pover
to kick on dovn and maintain ite rieing prorite.

capitaliot nnohine or not. He can look forward
to more cute in benerite and services. rising coats.
VAT. TAX. TOLLS. etc. you naee it and they'll try
and ecrev it out or on one way or another... and

more ecapegoata tor the wealthy to blame the ills

Arter the receeeion or ‘Bl unemployment
kept rieing vell into '86/'87. long after the
'recovery' - one or the reaeone it tell vae
that Nigel Laveon overepent and "overheated*
the economy in the late eightiee. a eietake the
eyeten ia unlikely to make again. Unenployeent
it not going to tall to any great extent vith
the coning or any new 'recovery' but in likely
to continue to riee. puehed up ae a deliberate
part or any capitaliet recovery. juet ae it vae
under the deteetable Thatcher and her government
of ohoate. thievee and liare. The-Boaeeeygggg

that their corrupt. immoral and barbaric eyeten
createe.

* Even the Social Chapter section of Maaetricht.
no detected by John Major and Co. are only the
leaet rights that they can got avay vith giving
ue anyvay- the government just want employers
to be able to shaft their workers anyway they
please and sack any who don*t like it. while the
TUE and other assorted Labour bureaucrats have a
long history or collaboration with tho bonnetselling out workers in struggle while protecting
their own cushy john within the system.

there to be a eeee of uneeplcyed to uee an a

boon riddled eince theae con-artiete took pover-

vhcn the governeent need a eocial ecapegoat.
thero will be "nillione ecrounging dole handoute"
but coon election tine *uneeployeent' will be
tolling and the picture will euddenly look very
tony for everybody!
with even more people forced into poorly
pain port time work. and vith little or*no
oooloyoent righte to protect then* our only
hopo of a real "recovery" tor our taniliea and
our oonnunitiee in to forget the empty pronieee
of tho career politiciane and union bureaucrats.
on tonne people are the triende or no-one but
thoonelven. and etart to believe in ourselves.
no have to worn together in our communities
tho norkplacee to build genuine truet and
solidarity anonget onreelvee. with our strugglce
foooht and controlled by oureelvee. It not we
will olvaye be at the tender nerciee or our

ononiee and thoee vho. vhile it euite their
intoreete. pretend to be our friends and allies.
\‘

Polite and demonstrators ﬂashing ouuédt the Timtr ﬁtiory innilﬁtt
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threat to thoee in vork,and aleo to blane for a
vholo range or eocial ille that the government
itself ha: caueed but can be ueed to divide
people and divert the blaee tron thoae really
runponeible tor the econoeic eituation. The
onooployeent etatiatice theeeelvee will be
nonoaged and covered up for vhatever uee the
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UNITY CARNIV;_
A good day out was had by many who went to the‘
AFA Unity Carnival in Newcastle on 12th June.
Despite poor weather thousands flocked to the p
Nuns Moor Park to enjoy live bands. poetry.
comedy and loads of good food and drink. Among
the bands playing ‘Fun-da-mental‘ and ‘Credit
to the Nation‘ were widely praised for excellent
sets. but the Shaman and the Blaggers spoilt
their appearances to a certain extent by arguing
with the Stewards and each other. The event was
well stewarded and trouble free apart from a few
drunk punks and the odd local racist youth. the
fascists were noticeable by their absence from
Newcastle.

The event was a good example of how black.
white. asian and jewish youth can get on
together and unite against the common enemy.
This is particularly relevant at a time of
increasingly vicious racist attacks - the
previous few weeks seeing several racist murders
such as that of Stephen Lawrence in London.
The theme of the Carnival was "Stop Racist
attacks!" Anti Fascist Action supports community
self defence and self organisation against
racist violence. A.F.A. also supports and acts
on the policy of NO PLATFORM FOR FASCISTS isolating the hard core of fascists and racists
and where possible physically smashing them.
The battle against racism and fascism is a
battle to stop the class enemy dividing working
class communities. _Fascism doesn't start with
concentration camps - thats where it leads. It
gust be nipped in the bud and this is why the
ideas of class unity. self defence. self
organisation and no platforg are so important
today.

CNESTLE — Baby Killers!
WAKE UP T0 THE FACTS
WHY NESTLE.‘F
Nestle is the market leader. with approximately
50% of the market share of the baby milk
industry. As the largest multinational food
company. it has annual sales of over 34.000
million US dollars ~ this is larger than the
GNP of many African countries. As the oldest.
largest and best known baby food company Hustle
sets marketing trends and could influence a
common industry policy with ethical standards.
WHY NESCAFE?

Nescafe is not fed to babies and it is not a
product that can be blamed for the annual toll
or 1.000.000 baby deaths due to artificial milk
u
pushing. But NESCAPE lg Neatle's highest profile
product and one which is bought by millions of
people in the UK.
Nestle spends £30 per minute
advertising Nescafe. while every minute another
two babies die of ‘bottle baby disease‘. Focusing
on Nescafe in your corner shop or on your
supermarket shelf enables us to highlight Nestle‘s
irresponsible marketing in the Third World.

ypr A aorcorc?
The first Nestle boycott (1977-1984) ended with

Nestle signing an agreement to keep to the
International Code. As a result they have
stopped some of their most blatant practices. Now
they are using more subtle methods of promotion.
Yet again we must put pressure on Nestle to stop
pushing baby milk. Boycotting Nestle products.
particularly Nescafe. enables people to protest
peacefully and hits this powerful multinational
where it really — at its profits and its image.
For more information write to BABY MILK ACTl0N.
23 St Andrew's Street. Cambridge. CB2 3AX.w1th
a SAE.
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URN BABY BURN.
N BABY BURN. BU
No one but ardent Royal worshippers would have
been surprised at the news that the National appeal
to raise money to restore the fire ravaged Hindsor
Castle had. in the five months of its existence.
only managed to raise the princely sum of £25.000~.
a fortune to most of us. but not even enough to buy
a new set of curtains for the Queens ostentatiously
decorated abode!
Obviously the hard pressed people of this
country had more important things to support than
to donate any part of their hard earned wages in
the support of this pampered and loaded millionaire
can and the rest of her parasitic brood. Host or the
public are sick to the back teeth or the childish
antics and endless holidays of these petulant.
posturing inbreda. and rightly sol
An if the farce of the Queens to-bceseen-toepaye
Tax scandal was not enough. just to show the
governments complete contempt for the people of this
country. they have stated that since we've not
coughed up enough of our cash to re-build the castle
voluntcrely. the bulk of the £40 Million bill will
be met through the "Heritage Departments"
contingency fund” (whose 'Heritage*?)! is. the
taxpayer! So either way. as usual. it's the ordinary
people who get to foot the bill for the luxury and
excesses of our rulers. and just to make this farce
oven more laughable than it already is they are non
saying that the Queen will be paying towards the
coat: by charging us awe stricken proles for the
privilege of having a look around selected parts
of Buckingham Palace,and to gaze upon the ruins of
windsor Castle they are actually going to charge
more now than they did when it was intact! So. far
from the Queen forking out tron her vast fortune.
she's just trying to get us to pay via another
route while trying to dupe the public into thinking
that the money is coming direct from her
overflowing coffers! whichever way you look at it
the People get to pay out money for our useless and
bloated Honnrchy- money that is badly needed spent
elsewhere on numerous underfunded services and
public projects. p
we are always being told that there isn't
enough money in the Public Purse to pay for such
nccussctiaa as health care. education and other
public services but we CAN afford to squander
£40 Million rebuilding one of the Queens many homes
under the pretext that it really belongs to the
public and anyway is a "National historical assets?
Funny how things suddenly "belong to the public"
when the bills start rolling in isn't it!
If it really belongs to the public than perhaps
the rebuilt castle could be put to some good use.
an a hospice for the tercinaly ill or as a day
school and community centre perhaps? There must be
many useful purposes such a building could be put
to. rather than house the delinquent family or this
countries premier parasite. whose family have a
long tradition of sponging from the poor...
we should look forward to a time when there
are no more "Royal Families" wallowing in
privilege and inherited wealth. leaching off the
so-called common man and woman. nor the legions of

flunkies and assorted hangers on they breed.
Perhaps a more fitting use for Windsor castle
would be to house a suscum dedicated to the ﬁzoory
of the countless peoples the world over who
to
suffered at the hands of “monarchies" and their .
henchmen. to catalogue the many crimes and
abominations perpetuated over the centuries by a
long line of despotic rulers. a line whose egg ours
should represent. and to constantly remind us
that never again should we allow such an archaic
and bdrbaric form of despotism to lord it over
our lives.
Down with all Honarchiea! Down with blind obedience
to any form of government! Up with common sensei
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TIDE FOR RESISTANCE!
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Q91; yggg 12%?
It you work n a job where you serve the public in the Health Service. local government. the Civil
Service. one or the growing number or private
sector ortshoots or part funded voluntary
organisations. you cannot fail to be aware of the.

SOLIDARITY.

nxnnnssnooktnusnnoous
- SHUT THEM DOWN!
Saturday 26th June saw a pitched battle in

the Lane outside Hiddlebrook Mushrooms as the
pickets and their supporters attempted to'stop
the scab bus and van from entering. It was

The sacked women workers are urging people

to boycott Hiddlebrook Mushrooms (sold through
various supermarkets such as Saineburys. H&S.etc)
Workers. Socialists. anarchists. youth. students
and the unemployed should also support the daily
picket line and the mass pickets. The women cannot
rely on the T&G bureaucrats.
A mass picket is scheduled for Saturday 10th
July from 6.30am on. The Whitley rectory can be
found oft the A19 South or where it crosses the
M62. Coming South from the M62 junction pass the
pub and turn right up the Lane next to the little
green. Mass pickets will continue regularly.
Booker should be forced into submission and the
Whitley farm closed down until they give in or give
up.i

RQLQ BAQK THE BQSSES AIT§CK§I

Send donations to the sacked Mushroom Pickers
Support Fund c/o The Regional Secretary.

SUPFORTTIEI

0N'1‘PlCK MIDDLEBROOIK MUSHROOMS
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strategy - a strategy to fragment. isolate and
deeoralize us! what we want to talk about is what
we can do about it.
v

:!§!!:

-

This is from one or the rirst leaflets or the
Public Sector Workers Network- a new grouping
that wants to promote a uniried fightback or all
workera- public or private sector. we think that
not only can workers turn back the current attacks.
but wed can begin to organize for a transformation
or society. _

asllesl

clear from early in the morning that the Police
were out to make nickings and give us a hard
time. Gone were the "P.C. Friendlies" or earlier
demos ~ now we were treated to the fists in the
kidneys to clear the road and the horses ridden
into crowds at speed. Nine people ended up in
the clutches or the blue porky bastards and
several were injured. The time has cone to give
this dispute the importance it deserves - the
situation is very similar to the such more
publicised dispute at Timex - 89 workers were
sacked tor refusing to take a pay cut. Hiddlebrook
Farms are owned by the massive multinational
Bgoker (or Booker Prize fame). The boas is the
husband of Bees Nicholson H.P.. Sir M. Cains.

.~

direction our bosses and casters are travelling.
So we won*t harp on about the cuts. privatisation
and redundancies that accompany the boss class

'

If there are any disputes in your area that
you would like us to feature in News Prom
Nowhere or any reports and info whether
'
about crap bosses or corrupt councillors
or cops. then feel free to send then in.
We aim to encourage the fight back against
all our oppressors and help support and
highlight this fight and our struggles to
build a better lire for us all. not just the
wealthy few who live off all our backs.

Unlike some trade unionists. we don't think that
strike action is the be all and end all or £ight~
ing back. we would like to see a growing CULTURE
0! RESISTANCE amongst public service. and for that

setter. all other workers. Resistance can be
strikes. but it can also be sesll individual acts
of sabotage: it can be go-slows. non-co operation

or "good work" action (where workers follow every
letter or rules and regulations to slow things
down). It can be solidarity action like the postal
workers in London who recently refused to take rent
payments tron council tenants in solidarity with
striking housing workers. This is also an example
which shows how the local community can be drawn
into actions. against the boss class attempts to
isolate us. we should link with other workers.
with clients and customers and local communities.
Solidarity between coeuunitiee and workers was seen

in the struggle against the Poll Tax and during the
miners strike.
Qgre to dreegg
The whole dritt or the current attempt to
introduce more competition. markets and business
mentality into jobs which serve the public. is
to build greed. authority. ambition and selfishness
It we are interested in a worthwhile future we
should build alternatives based on friendship.
community. solidarity and vision. Even in these
dark times (especially in the dark tines) we should
not be afraid to dream or better ways of doing
things. without dreams we are robots. The PSHN will
encourage people to plan how they would ideally like
to work. In the '70's a group or workers at Lucas
Aerospace developed a plan for converting from
ares production to socially useful production. The
Bosses were not amused.
Unite!
He should unite with workers in whatever sector~
public. private or voluntary who want to Eight back
Union and Trade divisions should not get in the vav.
nor should minor class ditrerences (blue or white
collar). though class is not dead and we should be
honest about where our class interests lie. all
resistance to the Bosses “New order" is welcome.
but the more people get together and make common
cause. the better. Their power lies in wealth and
authority - our power lies in NUMBERS.
We want to build an industrial network of public
services workers to produce propaganda for
resistance and build positive links. structures
and strategies. other networks are being built in
Education and Transport. our inspiration is anarcho»
syndicalisn » an old tradition which we believe has
reel relevance today. What we mean by this will
become clear from this and future leaflets. we are
not interested in cliques who just want power for
thesselves. we‘want Freedom.
D0 THE EIGHT THIN
If you are interested in the PSHN contact us on the
address below:
Public Service workers Network. PO Box 29. SH PUG.
Manchester. H15 Shh.
Members or the Public Service Network actively
fight against racism. sexism. homophobia. nationalism
and all other attitudes which divide and oppress
working class people.
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The International workers Association or INA
is often referred to by its initials in Spanish

or French- the A.I.T.

',
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The INA was torned in

hecember 1922 at an international convention held
in Berlin attended by hnarcho-syndicalista and
Revolutionary Syndicaliats from around the world.
The founding followed the creation of the Red
Trade Union International in 1920-21. From the
start it was clear that the Red Trade Union
International would be purely an organ of the
Gomoonist Party of the Soviet Union and its
international satellite groups. Those Unions,
workers organization: and syndicaliet propaganda
groups that wanted to remain independent of
communist control were becoming steadily more
aware of the betrayal and perversion or
revolutionary ideas represented by Lenins
aolshevise. They decided to set up an alternative
organization. The new INA was named after the
ﬁiret international of Marx and Haxunin and
united hundreds or thousands of workers in
countries such as Argentina, Chile, Denmark,
ﬁeroany, Holland, Italy. Norway, Portugal,
Sseden. France and Spain. Representatives from
Mexico and the steadily more repressed Russian

anarcho-syndicaliste were also present at the
rounding conference.
During the 1920's the INA grew and spread to
many other parts or the world;Uruguay, Bulgaria,
Poland, Japan, Australia, various parts or Africa
and Paraguay... However, the growth of Fascist
and Stalinist totalitarianism saw vicious and
brutal attacks on the new workers organizations,
accurately seen by the new dictatorships as a
real threat to their power. The F.A.U.D. of
Germany, the U.S.l. of Italy and the C.N.T. of
Spain put up heroic resistance to the rise of
Eascism, but many thousands of their members were
shot, imprisoned or ended their days in the camps
at sachsenhausen and Hatthausen. However these
organizations survived in exile and now function
again. After the second world war the recovery
or the IRA was slow, but the decline of communism,
the end of the Franco regime in Spain and the
collapse of various dictatorships around the world
have given space for the careful rebuilding of the

Inn. In addition the organization has begun to
expand in the English speaking world with

organization in the USA. Britain and Australia.
our ideas are spreading in the former Eastern
bloc and we have the opportunity to profit from
the dual failures of Leninisn and "democratic“
capitalism. Anarcho-Syndicalists around the world
present the working class with a clear alternative
to a relapse into fascism and var.
The work of translating propaganda into
foreign languages, the printing and distribution
of information to countries without anarchosyndicalist groups, the collection of funds to
assist striking workers, arranging speaking
tours for overseas comrades- these are just
some of the many tasks undertaken by the Inn's
elected Secretariat and its sections, so that we
say live in a world without poverty. exploitation
and fear.

"Anarchism is no patent solution tor all
human problems, no utopia or a pertect social
order (as it has no often been called), since, on
principle, it rejects all absolute schemes and
concepts. It does not believe in any absolute
otrpth, or in any detinite final goals for human
deﬁelopment. but in an unlimited pertectibility
otsnocial patterns and human living conditions
which are always straining after higher terms or
expression, and to which, for this reason, one
cannot assign any definite terminus nor set any "
fixed goal. The greatest evil of any torn or
pager is just that it always tries to force the
rich diversity or social lira into definite forms
and adjust it to particular norms."
Rudolt Rocker.

guest ssans
A number or A.s.P. publications are available

tron the Yorkshire Region of the BAH-INA.
Please sand a lint or items required, a first
clean stamp tor each item an postage and a
cheque or postal order (payable to ASP) to 9.0.
Box 122, Doncaatar, South Yorkshire.
£2.00

"led Years, Black Years"
(Anarchist Resistance to rancid: in Italy)
£1.50
“Revolutionary unionism in Latin America"
‘The Tragedy or Spain‘ by Rudolf Rocker
£1.50
‘Anarchism in Action-The Spanish Revolution" £1.00
"Methods or Anarcho-Syndication"
.S0p
By Rudolf Rocker
'8yndicalilta in the Bosnian Revolution"
.45p

By o. naxiuorr

-‘Tho Hungarian workers Revolution"
"Marxian and a Iran Society" By Marcus ornhan
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D.A.n Regional Secretary. P.o.Box 122, bonoaatar.
Scunthorpa, c/o Regional secretary.
Leeds D.A.H. Box DAM, 52 Call Lane, Leads.
Hiddlelbrouqh D.A.h, P.0.lo: 23, Hiddlenbrough. T51 4Y2
county Durham, c/o Regional Secretary.

D.A.M supporters in the Doncaotar area take part in
P v1=h
the activities o c the local §Q§125§*II_§£§Q_
other anarchists. socialists and l bartarian Marxists.
and hold castings every month - tor details write to
the Regional Saratary.
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